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Jesus speaks about God's Correction & Satan's Resolve 

September 18, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 

Jesus began... 'It is very necessary to wake up people to what is really important in life. Many of these 
people have been sitting on the fence, and there is no more fence; you are either in one camp or the 
other. Hollywood has portrayed life with ALL the goodies as being the norm. Your culture has 
responded by sucking this affluence up, and presumed it to be the norm of life - to the point where 
they work so hard there is no time for Me or even their children." 

"This is very much like the tragedies that befell the Israelites when their cities were burned to the 
ground." 

"Clare, this kind of loss is always accompanied by correction, though I weep with each and everyone of 
them in the still small hours of the morning, bringing to mind My love for them and what is really 
important." 

"All of these souls knew what this life would be like, its blessings and tragedies when they came into 
the world. Though they do not understand this, it is still the way it happened. And I impart special 
graces to them in these moments to draw them into My bosom and help them straighten out their 
eternity and where they are headed at this rate." 

"These sacrifices are also fueling the move to delay the end-times takeover of your country. As I have 
always told you, Clare, any tribulation that befalls a soul - part is taken to help other causes they are 
praying for - others who need special graces. And part of it is correction for a superficial lifestyle, or 
a sinful lifestyle, and the chance to experience what kind of life the rest of the world has on a daily 
basis. It is very much a return to a third world experience. Many will learn compassion and sacrifice 
and the real meaning of brotherly love." 

"Nevertheless, it is not the way I wish to do things. Do you remember how you taught against 
materialism in Florida and you were scorned and rejected in the end? The prayer group went very well 
until you began speaking about lifestyle. I have sent innumerable messengers to Florida to warn them 
of what was coming." 

"You see, part of the reformation of your country has to do with a shift in ideals. A shift from 
affluence to holiness. That does not come easily. And although wicked men continue to plot against this 
nation, what they meant as destruction I turn to instruction, calling My people up higher to a lifestyle 
preparing them for eternity." 

"Pray for your people, dear ones. Pray for those suffering. And if you can visit them in their tribulation 
and bring comfort, do so." 

"I am there in a powerful way, Clare, a very powerful way. Pray much for them and continue to pray for 
your nation as we are making powerful forward strides against the enemy." 

*** 
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Jesus speaks about Satan's Resolve to bring us down 

September 20, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 

Jesus began... "You remember the reading I gave you as Rhema, about obedience? In that, I explained 
that you are in a spiritual war zone 24-7 and you cannot outsmart the devil. Your only protection is in a 
meaningful relationship with Me and obedience when I tell you to do something." 

"I know it cost you a great deal to confront this person, Clare. But I tell you the truth: Satan had his 
eye on them and was slowly hardening off and deadening their conscience and hearts, so they would 
commit a crime. They would never consider doing that now. But after time and hardening off, they 
would be put in a situation where they would consider it and in their minds, even justify it." 

"You see, you cannot outsmart the devils... but I can. I know their next move. I know exactly what they 
are setting you and others up for. And if you are listening to Me, very carefully, and obeying Me, as 
you just did - you rendered their plans to ruin this person's life in this way fruitless. And a failure." 

"There will be other attempts in different ways, but I will always warn you so you can sidestep the 
traps. Pray for this soul to wake up to know how much I love them." 

"The greater My plans for a soul, the more Satan is resolved to bring them down so it never happens. 
You attract many wonderful souls, and that is why it is imperative that you teach them how to know 
themselves. Because Satan will use their weaknesses to bring them down." 

"My people, never allow yourself to be put into an occasion of sin. And if you see others walking into a 
trap, do all you can to stop them, including warning whoever is above them, from parents to employers." 

"It is a great disservice to see sin being committed and remain silent. Although in some situations, I 
will have you wait before you say anything - you can pray and listen very carefully to Me. In this way 
their blood will not be on your hands and you may have saved their souls." 

 


